
 
 

STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY 

FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-21 

 

Mode of Survey:      Online 

Survey Tool Used:      Google forms 

Period of Survey:     06-01-2022 to 12-01-2022 

No. of students eligible for survey:    1642 

No. of students participated in survey:  1071 

 

Department-wise Student Participation in the Survey 

AI & DS CSE CE ECE EEE ME MBA 

69 255 218 237 91 158 43 

 

Students Participation from II Year:   422  (39.4%) 

Students Participation from III Year:  325  (30.3%) 

Students Participation from IV Year:  324  (30.3%) 

 

SURVEY SCORE SUMMARY (RATING IS DONE ON THE SCALE OF 4.0) 

Section I:   Curriculum Delivery and Evaluation:    3.33 / 4.0 

Section II:  Student Care and Development Measures:    3.22 / 4.0 

Section III: Teaching Learning Processes:                 3.11 / 4.0 

             OVERALL SCORE:       3.21 / 4.0 
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SECTION I: CURRICULUM DELIVERY AND EVALUATION 

1. How much of the syllabus is covered in the class? 

 

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 
 

 

  

Syllabus Coverage

0 –Below 30%

1– 30 to 54%

2 – 55 to 69%

3 – 70 to 84%

4 – 85 to 100%

Score: 3.2
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3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

 
 

4. The teachers' approach to teaching can best be described as 

 

 
 

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers. 

 

 
6. Was the internal examinations conducted transparently? 
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SECTION II: STUDENT CARE AND DEVELOPMENT MEASURES 

 

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, webinars, student centric activities, etc. 

 

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in your overall growth. 

 

 
 

9. The institution provides training opportunities to learn and grow 
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10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and programme outcomes. 

 
 

11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up on a regular basis. 

 
 

SECTION III: TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS 
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12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications 

 

 
 

13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of challenges 
 

 
 

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them. 

 

 
 

15. The institution makes effort to collect feedbacks from the students regularly on the teaching learning 

process. 
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experimental based learning, group tasks, 

seminars, etc. for enhancing learning experiences. 
 

 
 

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 

 

 
18. Efforts are made by the institute to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to make you 

ready for the industry. 
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching? 

 
 

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is 
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS/SUGGESTIONS FROM STUDENTS: 

 

1 Competitive skills are to be provided 

2 Teacher should interact with every student in the class 

3 Teaching with ppts 

4 Need a program on self-employment development skills 

5 1. Be more vertical. Rather than pushing students in every area, recognise their potential and encourage 
them in that field.  
2. Get some core companies for Placements, teach them how to make a perfect resume, focus on 
development rather than attendance and marks but that doesn't mean they carry backlogs, passing is 
important.  
3. Host Business events, departmental events, Life skill events like Mock Parliament, Roleplays, 
assignments, case studies, projects, integrated growth.  
AND PLEASE STOP PUSHING US INTO IT COMPANIES. 

6 Great teaching but need to improve the interactive sessions so we become more comfortable talking with 
the teachers 

7 Focusing on the student’s that are below average  

8 There should give project and Internship and there should show partially to all  

9 Everything is best 

10 Sports activities, industry visit., picnic, preparation for interview 

11 1) sports activities should be held by the institute.  
2) institute should also offer industrial visits as well. 
3) institute should help to take mock interviews.  

12 1) Sports activities should be held regularly.  
2) Industrial visits should be conducted.  
3) Preparation for interviews and company exams for required for internships. 

13 Sports period should be added, industrial visits, preparation for interviews and conducting webinars on 
new technology 

14 DOM teaching should have to be improve, please allow us to industrial visit & need to teach in some 
different examples in lifetime uses if engg.  

15 1. There subject should be readily defined with its usage in real time.  
2. Industrial visits related to our study should include in the curriculum.  
3. More information from outside on our subject. 

16 1)Teacher coordination with student  
2) Digital learning  
3) Up-to-date feedback 

17 Overall good 

18 Nothing, all my faculty are best.  

19 Smart Learning can be a good option 

20 Overall good 

21 1.very good teaching, and as well as good explanation of our doubts 

22 Nothing   overall good and very good faculty 

23 A little more effort in increasing extracurricular activities 

24 According to theory part give its relative practical example, it is easy to understand 

25 No suggestions the faculty is efficient and very helpful 

26 Include more seminars based on subjects 

27 Introduce smart learning 

28 Its already good 

29 All is good 

30 Not always the experience matters only the subject and way of teaching is matters the most please place 
the faculty who tells the subject by application in field and used for comparative exams not for the marks 
in semester exams  

31 Not always experience matters way of explaining matters and way of subject matters by using 
application methods in day-to-day life 

32 theory subjects the way teaching should be change 

33 No need of changing the teaching skills of lectures they are very well on teaching 
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34 Its already marvellous  

35 The way of teaching the subject is matters not the experience  

36 Improve teaching skill and show the more experiments ideas practically about the subject for better 
understanding 

37 Need to increase the ability to maintain the class in their talents 

38 More interactive, more individual focus 

39 The teaching is very well 

40 Communication with students, understanding their weaknesses and helping overcome their fears 

41 Respect every one, teach very good, all the best 

42 ITS GOOD 

43 Good 

44 No suggestions, everything is good 

45 The college is doing it's best and excelling at it no suggestions needed  

46 Better to use board instead of projector in often cases.  

47 I wish that the college focus on sports as a recreation for the coming batches 

48 Improve sports  

49 To know the strength of students to encourage them in their interest. 
2. Improve the sports facility in our college . 

50 1) improve sports  

51 Very good  

52 Improve sports 

53 give projects from 3rd sem only. and for every branch conduct theory classes from Monday to Thursday 
and Friday and Saturday project discussion should be there.  

54 Good 

55 1)improve in teaching 

56 1. It's only study, study, and study...just a request to manage with some activities also.       
2. Very rude in terms of completing books. 

57  Not every classroom has the same technical equipments for the students aid to study. Career 
counselling for higher education with job opportunities for studying abroad should be encouraged and 
more frequent. Aggregate bed on parking area should be removed. 

58 1) Not every class has the same technical equipment.  
2) career counselling for higher education such as studying in abroad for masters should be held more 
frequently.  
3) The Aggregate bed placed within the parking area causes slip and imbalance to the motorists.  

59 Explain topics on bord and also with animations, make the students improve in every activity to crack 
industrial questions 

60 1) Not every class has the same technical equipment  
2) career counselling for higher education should be encouraged.  
3) Aggregate bed in the parking area should be removed. 

61 1.good communication between students and teachers like feedback ( 
2. Regular workshops ( 
3. Do the 1 and 2 suggestions properly 

62 Provide Playground, Improve Sports and extracurricular activities. 

63 No suggestions- good teaching 

64 Extra curriculum activity, proper guidance, more supportive  

65 Focus more on training 

66 Its Excellent no need  

67 Interaction 

68 Very excellent 

69 PLS CONDUCT SPORTS 

70 Very good  

71 Very good 

72 Perhaps if our faculty tries to focus on making students understand instead of focusing on completing the 
syllabus, p 

73 Make easy way with simple logic s 

74 Excellent 

75 It was completely good.  
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76 There is no suggestions they are absolutely excellent 

77 Give preference to extracurricular activities  

78 Communicate more with students 

79 What I observed is that not all but mostly teachers prepare students for scoring marks in exam, they 
focus on exam point of view which is not at all a bad thing, but I think showing uses and applications in 
day to day and further life of particular topic getting taught will be more effective and show a value of a 
real engineer and also that help us meet actual field work with ease. Thank you.  

80 1.More slip tests, weekly, monthly etc  
2. provide More core knowledge for interested candidates 

81 Please be more interactive. Don’t stress students.  

82 Everything is good  

83 Teachers are good 

84 Extending more practical sessions 

85 Through ppt they are reading just and not explained 

86 Excellent teaching skills of staff members 

87 Teachers are friendly and they are clarifying every doubt, teaching lessons very thoroughly 

88 Need to communicate with boys also. 

89 Give preference for practical sessions 

90 Field trips, more revision time  

91 Need to be more  

92 1. GRADUAL TEACHING MUST BE ACHIEVED INSTEAD OF FAST TEACHING FOR SYLLABUS.  
2. MAKING SURE THAT CLASS IS IN THE SAME PITCH AS THE LECTURER. 
3. CAUTIOUS ABOUT THE STUDENT’S PERFORMANCE.  

93 Excellent 

94 No suggestions everything is good in our college 

95 Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 

96 I'm satisfied with the current teaching. 

97 I am satisfied with the teaching of our faculty  

98 Practical experience 

99 Take re exams those who are not able to 

100 All are teaching good, and the faculty is too good in our college the always teach try to improve our skills  

101 Everything is good 

102 1.MORE FOCUS ON PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS  

103 More focus on sports 

104 It is better if practically explain some difficulty topics which make us more understand. 

105 Excellent faculty with good experience  

106 Please conduct the events such as fresher etc... 

107 1.Focus on mainly problematic subjects  
2. practical knowledge is better than theoretical knowledge 

108 To conduct cultural activities and events and sports 

109 Need to conduct events  

110 1 - our college needs to conduct events such as cultural activities, sports day and others 

111 We need more internship And practical explanation about required topics 

112 The teaching was good but the teachers will show the partiality 

113 Need to Conduct some cultural events 

114 Conduct  extracurricular 

115 Need to conduct some cultural events.  

116 1) need to conduct events in the college for example freshers , traditional day etc… 
2) allow students to organise events in the college  

117 Nothing 

118 More of experimental knowledge should be provided to the students. 

119 well the teaching is good our teachers are good enough to explain us so there are no suggestions to tell 
tem  

120 1)need to conduct cultural activities and events in college for example freshers and traditional day etc 

121 Explain more examples of the problem/ topic, do not use projector for everything 

122 They should explain in smooth mannerr that slow learner can understand  
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123 Implementation of small projects, Projector classes, good faculty in laboratory and games& Sports 

124 INCREASE THE LUNCH TIME  

125 They should be friendly with students and explain in slow manner that slow learner's can understand 
easily 

126 Our faculty was too good in teaching.there is no remarks for their their. conduct cultural events ! 

127 We need more internship.and also more in pratical explanation based on subject topics 

128 Good 

129 Iam satistfy with the College in all categories! 

130 Teachers used to tech in the smooth manner ..!,need more time for lunch hour..! 

131 Conduct the culture activities , should improve some time for classes  

132 To explain from text books  

133 Our teachers are good enough to explain us so there are no suggestions 

134 Practical knowledge should be more in students than theory  

135 Now time is insufficient thats why, we are not able to understand briefly all subjects  

136 1.give more importance to students over all development rather then studys 
2.put only three classes theory classes in a day of any 3 subjects and keep lab every day for 3 hours 
3.give more breaks recess in middle other then lunch 

137 1. Need to use projector or any other multimedia for teaching 

138 1 Include some extra curricular activities  
2.it has to improve in the amount of seminars  
3 should encourage the youth to new things 

139 Conduct cultural activities 

140 Encourage students to participate in extracurricular activities 

141 1. More extra curricular activities related to studies.  
2.only 3-4 subjects should be for a day(not 8 different subjects in a single day).  
3. Speak in English in class even if the students speak other languages. 

142 Communication between students and staff 

143 Good 

144 Suggestion: Conduct cultural and extracurricular activities...  Nothing regarding Teaching 

145 Please encourage students in extra circular Activities,and help in seminars, and also in  any programs 

146 Please encourage students in  extra curricular activities and help in seminars 

147 Make teacher a two interaction 

148 1.Observe the students that where they are lacking and make strong bridge on them.  
2 Teach them perfectly without making them to think that you are weak in subject  
3. Morever it's ok to be not encouraging students atleast don't discourage them  

149 Encourage students 

150 1.Some of faculty should change their way of teaching 

151 For better experience, these suggestions will be valid classes should be upto 45min max. to have better 
focus  
2.sports must be included   
3.there should not 2 classes continous for 2 periods 

152 Good faculty but no extra curricular activities 

153 It is good enough   

154 (1) It would do a great deal of benefit if the faculty wouldn't judge a student based on their grades alone. 
Sometimes students good at doing more projects or learning practically than just cramming notes.  
(2) The infrastructure in my department is quite out-dated. The system's still run on Windows 7 or 
Windows XP with faulty hardware. 

155 Everything is fine No remarks 

156 1.Try to know whether  students are able to grasp the subject explained  
2. Using PPT's to explain is not preferable by most of the students because we are not able to get 
certain matter of subject  
3. Try to avoid using PPT's because most of the students dont like it  

157 Guiding students on upcoming projects and project work, organising industrial trips and making more 
calibrated equipments or kits available in labs. 

158 All good 

159 By teaching practical that makes student understand very well 

160 The college faculty is satisfactory . 
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161 Teacher's are good 👍 

162 Our college is great in every skills wheather it may be in teaching or other activities,it was very well and 
excellent. 

163 more involvement with students 

164 Improve teaching skills  

165 Need Interships to students on programming  

166 Excellent college 

167 All gpod 

168 Pictorial, practical explanation can help the students to understand the concept easily 

169 Everything is good 

170 Sports and cultural activities 

171 They don't need my suggestions they all are tooooo good 

172 1.Explain the concepts clearly. 
2.Give the perfect notes according to syllabus. 
3.Conduct the tests weekly 

173 Interaction with Students and take classes  responsibility for taking Salary ...i think out side college as 
good name but inside Nothing....  

174 1. To provide us with some kind of hand written notes or printed materials for the subject for easy 
understanding  

175 Sports, encourage students, extracurricular activities 

176 and poor English 

177 Teacher must give clarity in concept 

178 Faculty has to teach understand able teaching and also faculty should take motivation classes and self 
growth and they should teach life skills and also they should give the knowledge of selfgrowth and 
general knowledge of life and skills and also faculty has to conduct few programs by college by which 
students gets interest in studies as well as in their personal life's over all faculty should conduct more 
and more seminars of development of skills 

179 College has to put some live physical webinars to improve us. And improve little bit teaching skills. 
Thanks 

180 Make courses online to prevent covid spread in college 

181 Overall the teaching faculty is good 👍😊. 

182 Understand the students problems and helping to solve them, Encouraging students to perform in many 
activities. 

183 Good 

184 Over all the teaching is good 

185 Interaction, understanding, support 

186 1. Have a normal conversation other than studies for 5-10 in class brings out student's boringness into 
listening.......... 2.To.show them how these classes are useful and where they'll be useful in future.........  
3.To have a sports class to refresh their minds..  

187 Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 

188 Overall the teaching is good but teachers must focus more on extra curriculum activities  

189 Well most of them use projectors for explanations it's okay and good but they intend to explain all the 
equations and problems in projector itself . That's hard to understand. 

190 Communicate with students  

191 All Good and perfect 

192 Focus should be done for students who are having backlogs and train them how to get passed. 

193 1) Providing the necessary text book in library irrespective of the year of the student.  
2)Allowing students to library all the time, even if they have their classes going.  
3)All the assignments are to be evaluated.   

194 As my perspective the teaching staff and Institute always gives their best in order to enhance the skills 
as related to students. As i experienced they are doing well. So there is no need to give suggestions 

becouz the faculty and Institute already doing very well and excellent💯.  

195 Faculty should give good marks in internals  

196 It’s good 

197 Everything is great. 

198 Nothing  

199 Conduct group events 
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200 Conduct more group events, 

201 We dont have projector in our class so we couldn't be able to understand the concept that clearly  

202 Excellent, understanding and more efficient towards work 

203 Coordination with the students, understanding the position of students  

204 Java,date structure, basic electronic  

205 Dont go for online class.It is waste of time .Dont give written task to waste our tine 

206 Everything is going good so far and overall learning experience is excellent. 

207 I think everything is good  

208 Good 

209 It would be better if more techfests are conducted  to inculcate  technical knowledge and it should be 
made mandatory to complete any certification by the end of the month 

210 Everything is good 

211 Nothing it is a great experience 

212 1.Individual approach   
2. Equality  
3. Explanation of all the paper pattern and it's significance. 

213 Encourage to participate in sports and co-curriculum activities  

214 All good 

215 Promote Practical approach towards learning  

216 Projector in all class 

217 1) More real life examples should be given while delivering lectures  
2) Previous class need to be recalled for 5 minutes 

218 1) More interactive classes.  
2) Some classes does not have projector.  
3) in labs 20% of systems doesn't work. 

219 1) The faculty is very excellent in mcet.  
2) The students can have their great time while studying in mcet.  
3) All the faculty are very friendly and explains concept very well 

220 Interacting with students and help them to achieve thier goals 

221 guidence. more supportive sports indore games 

222 Need extra laboratories 

223 The. Theory part should be more effective or practical  

224 Good teaching  

225 Provide attendance for students 🥺 

226 Live example. Have proper notes of sir. Give some imp topic 

227 Overall performance is good.good to be in this college 

228 Need projector for BCT,WIT 

229 Give us 10min break after every class as our interest towards subject was decreasing by nonstop 
classes.  

230 1.organise seminar/info session on future competitive exams,future opportunities. 

231 Explain the classes with joy and entertainment to be better concentration on subject 

232 Nothing to suggest & nothing to observe any new thing because it's just like a convent school  

233 Please grant us some break after every class, by that we can feel relaxed and feel more concentrated for 
next class 

234 Communicate  with the people  

235 Staff should try to listen sometimes what the students are saying, some lecturers are skipping some 
chapters which are important for exam, no extra circular activites while other branches are having 

236 Guiding me to the path which I can fulfill my goals like Hacking, Web development, Android development 

237 Good 

238 Can teach with more examples  

239 Teach with more examples  

240 Should include extracurricular activities like flash mobs, sports, events 

241 Improve projectors and pune language and behavior, pathetic behavior by punes and watchman. 

242 So far so good, the institute comes up with great effective modes of teaching. 

243 Understanding student capacity of gain the subject knowledge & developing student career  
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244 1)some teachers have to consider the internal marks a bit more lineant some faculty are way too strict 
and stingy    
2) faculty have to understand student other works and think before giving big assignments.   
3)co-curricular activities should be encouraged more 

245 1) Providing efficient printed notes for each subject… 
2) Emphasis on important questions with respect to final exams… 
3) Helping students with respect to overall semester curriculum 

246 Extra curriculum, placements in core companies, social events, proper facilities for indoor games 

247 1-Give good marks in internal  
2-give important questions for internal  
3-increase marks when students request  

248 Friendly Communication between teacher and students 

249 Little bit more friendly 

250 Explaining concepts via examples, being friendly with the student, help a student to recognise his 
abilities 

251 Some faculty need to improve there way of presentation ,secondly involve with every student in the class 
not just the specific ones, thirdly a bit more friendly atmosphere in my perspective. 

252 Want to explain Real Time Examples ,Encouragement in extra curricular activities 

253 None 

254 Lecturers should behave equally with every student and not be biased based on religion & gender. The 
Institute must not detain students on low attendance & also not force students to take classes as 
students are solely responsible for their result.  

255 Everything is good 

256 Good 

257 Everything is perfect no suggestions!! 

258 All good. 

259 1.more seminars, webinars should conduct 

260 Knowledgeable teacher , supportive and maintaining good student and teacher relationship 

261 provide more placements to students... 

262 It would be better if the students who are unable to attend internals are allowed to give there exam on 
some other day, as these days are of multiple spread of diseases. It would be best of teachers could 
really help students with internals. Expecting some respectful management facility with faster actions.  

263 Very thing is well and good with the institute and with the teachers and students. 

264 Absolutely good it is  

265 Can improve in the teaching style in some situations  

266 The clg should provide more placements to provide a good future or growth for the students 

267 As far as I  now, there are no current improvements to be made. 

268 No suggestions  

269 Being an student of the Methodist,iam proud to be the part of it.I cannot say the anything about the 
teaching because they give there 100% to coordinate with us.The Methodist is a learning platform and 
always the students upskilling students it's a positive response from my end. 

270 Online classes 

271 - More use of LCD 

272 My overall experience to date has been amazing, and the college is having an amazing infrastructure. 
Your college has provided me with a number of opportunities to grow and explore my skills. The 
emphasis on sports along with education always helped me a lot. 

273 No 

274 Very good 

275 All courses should be available without any criteria or conditions   

276 It would be amazing if more seminars and other programs. They should be improvement in the girls 
restroom. It is nice environment. 

277 More interactive sessions, presentations, focus 

278 My overall experience was very Good in this college .   

279 Excellent teaching with good educa Culture 

280 Everything is good  

281 All is well.  

282 Encourage the good connection between teacher and student, Encourage to active learning 
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283 Please support us in internal Mark's 

284 Program for competing in the industry market 

285 Teaching is very good  

286 Everything thing is Good.But the Problem is with the Admin Office.When we have any work in admin 
office,they will not respond properly.They will waste almsot half lf the Day.Please focus on this issue. 

287 The administrative officer work should be more effective they will waste out time nearly half day they will 
waste  

288 Extra curriculum activities should also be there to entertain students 

289 Atleast a little efforts and attention towards sports  
2. Extra activities other than just lectures all day   
3. Make learning more fun and give an Hour for self research etc  

290 We have completed our 1st and 2nd sems in online so that we are not satisfied but now in third sem we 
are feeling good and in last two sems some of the faculty members are good and thought to us  
effectively and some are not good in three teaching  

291 teachers should get attached to good communications,they should have to encourage students and 
college should give freshers and sports compulsory for student to gain mentally and physically energy 

292 Faculty must interact with students  

293 Provide notes 

294 - I wish going in deep into topics would help improving  

295 1.Explain with more  examples 

296 The schedule is hectic and the teachers are in a rush to complete the syllabus, but there is a clause 
which is they have to conduct classes online even when there are offline classes which makes it more 
hectic. 

297 No suggestions are given because one student remark can't change whole college pattern 

298 Conduct only offline classes 

299 No need of suggestions, their teaching is excellent 

300 Encouraging the average students,making sure every student listens the class, professors can act as 
friends or sibilants to understand better or other half of the student  

301 Some of our teachers will not use projectors to explain, so according to the subject they can use 
projectors to explain easily. 

302 1. Need some bigger class while in offline,because of its small .     
2. Projector facility in class  
3. Need more practical demonstration in classes for better understanding... Thank you.... 

303 Better to teach with more example 

304 Overall good teaching and learning in my institution 

305 Sports encourage, circular activities, communication 

306 Give some time for extracurricular activities 

307 make teaching a two way interaction 

308 Nice 

309 To improve communication with all the students 

310 1.Sports |  
2.Cultural activities | 
3.To use library throughout the day 

311 We can have Hove offline workshops for us so that we can learn more efficiently.  

312 Offline classes and taking care of those students who can't understand in the class and giving the 
positivity to us.... encouraging in internships  

313 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻 

314 Smart learning and clear learning wich all students can learn easily 

315 All the teachers have great experience which is handful for us to understand the subject.  

316 Good no suggestions 

317 Institute doesn't encourage extra curricular activities nd occasions for students are very less and there is 
no Break provided to the students always stressed up with the clg work  

318 Keeping Saprate  period for sport and library  

319 Very less involvement of mentors  

320 Promotion of student clubs our college should have more than 1 club for other activities. And not 
restricting the students for anything like it's school will help a lot thank you 

321 Good 
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322 Lecturers should improve in subject as well as English speaking skills 

323 Labs should be available for more period of time 

324 Everything is good 

325 1) Every teacher should make their handwritten notes and  share with students and  teach their notes 
only not whole pdf  

326 Nothing to change....! Its very good  

327 As COVID happened our sem has been rushed and my only concern is the knowledge over a subject 
that we got in this sem is very little as we couldn't do anything I request the department to take 
necessary steps to help the students. Thankyou 

328 Best college and best staff 

329 Time management 

330 Need Physical Activities  

331 Communicate with all the students . Not only with active students in class 

332 Ok 

333 Department should have a counselor; most of students I know in 3-4th year are still lost, don't know what 
to do now and after this. It can help a struggling student to grow in himself/herself.  

334 Every thing is good 

335 1)Share complete notes with the students. 
2)Explain concepts  woth real life examples. 
3)Revise the units after completion  

336 Good 

337 Always Encouraging, Great Skills Enhancing,Very Effective 

338 Very good 

339 Make teaching a two way interaction 

340 While learning its important to understand. 

341 Uses of Projectors, More events for internship and skilled based training on placements  

342 Need more laboratories  

343 Need mode interaction between students 

344 1) It should be student friendly   
2) Reduce the pressure of assignment and records    
3) Continuously there should not be 2periods 

345 More extracurricular activities , conducting regular competition , training student to improve their 
communication skills 

346 1.Practical teaching  
2.Usage of ICT tools 

347 Increase new skills encourage build new talent  

348 Satisfy the student on a particular topic whether he understood or not, that's it 

349 More time for lab sessions, offline classes instead of online sessions 

350 a technical team that Helps lecture in producing quality lectures and lectures should  provide productive 
notes for preparation 

351 Longer lunch breaks, one period a week with one on one teacher and student. 

352 Good 

 


